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Blood and Thunder in Concord
Date: September 10, 1995, Sunday, Late Edition - Final 
Byline: By Stephen King; 
Lead:

A LONG FATAL LOVE CHASE By Louisa May Alcott. Edited by Kent Bicknell.
242 pp. New York: Random House. $21. 
Text:

HOW much has the suspense novel -- subgenre "woman stalked/woman in peril" --
changed over the last 130 years or so? Well, consider: during the summer of 1992 I
wrote a novel in which a woman named Rose leaves her violent, mentally unstable
husband and flees to another city. Here she is taken in at a women's shelter and begins
to build a new life. She also meets a much gentler man who falls in love with her. While
all this is going on, her obsessed husband is hard at work, tracking her down.

In 1866, Louisa May Alcott wrote "A Long Fatal Love Chase," a novel in which a
woman named Rose leaves her violent, mentally unstable husband and flees to another
city. Here she is taken in at a women's shelter (a convent, in the Alcott version) and
begins to build a new life. This life includes a much gentler man who falls in love with
her. (That he happens to be a priest was only one of the problems Alcott had with the
subject matter of her book.) While all this is going on, her obsessed husband is hard at
work, tracking her down.

There are, of course, many differences between these two books, but the similarities are
striking. So are the ironies. One is that, although written 125 years later, mine was
published first, and in an edition of almost two million copies. It was reviewed
respectfully (if not always favorably). Louisa May Alcott's version of Rose on the run,
on the other hand, wasn't published at all. "I like horrible books if they have power,"
remarks a character in "Love Chase." It was not, apparently, a feeling shared by anyone
at Roberts Brothers, Alcott's Boston publishers.

Alcott was the chief breadwinner of her family. Her father, Bronson, was a respected
but impecunious New England transcendentalist who had "no gift for money making,"
according to Alcott's journal. As a result, her novel's rejection hurt for reasons beyond
the obvious ones of injured pride and bruised ego: the Alcotts flat-out needed the money
the book was written to provide. Alcott revised it ruthlessly, taking out as many of the
naughty bits as she could and toning down what remained, but the book's central plot
device -- that Rosamond for a year lives as wife to a man to whom she is not married --
was impervious to all revisions.
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In her introduction to the omnibus edition of Alcott's shorter thrillers, "Louisa May
Alcott Unmasked: Collected Thrillers" (Northeastern University, cloth, $55; paper,
$24.95), Madeleine B. Stern draws on the distinction feminist critics have made
between Alcott's daylight reality and midnight fantasies. Alcott's long-suppressed
suspense novel proves that even this most commercial-minded of writers, whose
pseudonymous work was only discovered and identified through her detailed
(obsessional, some might say) financial ledgers, was essentially powerless before her
extraordinary imagination: not its mistress, at least in her younger years, but its servant.
The book is a wonderful entertainment (Ms. Stern calls Alcott's short stories fast and
good reads, which is equally true of "Love Chase"), and it tends to confirm Alcott's
position as the country's most articulate 19th-century feminist. But the novel, edited by
Kent Bicknell, the headmaster of a New Hampshire day school and an Alcott collector
who acquired and then edited the manuscript to restore it to its original, more
sensational form, offers something perhaps even more valuable: a fascinating look into
a divided mind that was both attracted to themes of violence and sexuality and ashamed
by its own interest.

"A Long Fatal Love Chase" was the last and longest of what Elaine Showalter, in
"Alternative Alcott" -- a 1988 collection of Louisa May Alcott's essays, journalism and
fiction that makes an ideal guide to her midnight fantasies -- calls her sensation stories.
It begins with the fair Rosamond, bored with her coldhearted grandfather and her
isolated existence, uttering blasphemy in jest: "I often feel as if I'd gladly sell my soul to
Satan for a year of freedom." On the very heels of this declaration comes Phillip
Tempest, accompanied by peals of thunder and a tree-demolishing bolt of lightning. He
wins the right to court Rosamond ("my little Rose," he calls her) by playing cards with
Gramps, a gentleman who appears in dire need of Gamblers Anonymous. Tempest is
reticent about his past; he is magnetic and moody by turns, in the best Heathcliff
tradition. He's also a liar, but Rose is too fascinated -- and too sexually attracted, Alcott
hints -- to care.

In a sequence worthy of Poe, Tempest lures a frail old man named Willoughby to a
grisly death by cholera, first wearing down Willoughby's resistance in a dank monastery
crypt and then finishing the job at a pestilential funeral service. This effort to keep Rose
from learning of her "husband's" checkered past eventually comes to naught, of course.
Rose discovers that the merry Greek boy who serves as Phillip's valet is actually his
son, and that Phillip is still married to the boy's mother. She discovers, in short, that she
isn't a wife but a mistress. Hardly a shocking plot twist to a reading public that has been
exposed to the culinary peculiarities of Hannibal Lecter, I suppose, but in the Victorian
hothouse that was post-Civil War American literature, it was enough to sink Alcott's
brave but rather too frank romance. Frank Leslie's Chimney Corner and his Illustrated
Newspaper, where Alcott published such stories as "Perilous Play" ("Heaven bless
hashish, if its dreams end like this!" is that tale's provocative concluding line), might
have published it, but Roberts Brothers wanted nothing to do with it.

WHEN Rose discovers the true nature of her position, she flees at once. Phillip
Tempest, a modern villain in mid-19th-century dress ("I seem a brute, but it is my love
which drives me to such harsh measures," he moans), has no intention of being balked
by his beloved, however, and the love chase begins. It's a suspenseful and thoroughly
charming story, a strange but not unpalatable crossing of the Brothers Grimm and V. C.
Andrews. It ends on a darker note than any modern editor would be comfortable with, I
suspect, but one in chilling harmony with any contemporary newspaper's front-page
story of domestic abuse escalating into madness and murder. Dying by his own hand,
Phillip gathers Rose's sodden corpse in his arms and voices the novel's creepy last line:
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"Mine first -- mine last -- mine even in the grave!" This is quite a distance from the
sunny sensibilities and high moral tone of "Little Women."

"A Long Fatal Love Chase" is not the best of Alcott's sensation stories; that is probably
"Behind a Mask," which can be found in several of the incarnations of Alcott's love-
suspense stories to be offered by Ms. Stern, who has reshuffled Alcott's tales with a
relentlessness that is a little dismaying. In addition to "Modern Magic," the forthcoming
Modern Library edition of Alcott's short fiction, and "Louisa May Alcott Unmasked,"
she has parlayed Alcott's stories into at least three other collections, including two being
reissued this year: "Behind a Mask: The Unknown Thrillers of Louisa May Alcott"
(Morrow, $23) and "The Lost Stories of Louisa May Alcott" (Citadel, paper, $10.95),
co-edited with Daniel Shealy. The story "Behind a Mask: Or, A Woman's Power" is also
a tale of a woman at war with a world where all the power is held by men. In it, a
woman named Jean Muir comes to the home of the wealthy Coventrys, presumably to
serve as a governess and companion. To the family -- especially indolent Gerald, the
tale's nominal hero -- she appears young and fresh and naive. Yet in a passage as
shocking as anything in "Love Chase," Alcott takes us into Jean's room on her first
night in the Coventrys' employ, where she takes out her teeth, lets down her thinning
hair and swallows a healthy shot of booze. The fresh-faced innocent of 19 is gone; in
her place is a calculating fortune hunter of 30, at least, out for whatever she can get.

WE wait in vain for Jean's carefully constructed plans and artifices to fall down; the
shock here is her success, against all the odds, at first fascinating and then marrying rich
and foolish old John Coventry, the patriarch of the clan. In her introduction to
"Alternative Alcott," Ms. Showalter calls the story "a narrative meditation on the
possibilities for feminist subversion of patriarchal culture," but like most feminist
notions concerning Alcott's sensation stories, the idea comes across as puffy and
overintellec tualized. (Ms. Showalter is usually sharper.) Alcott herself, who wrote the
story under the sexually noncommittal pen name of A. M. Barnard, expresses it much
more simply and directly in the words of Jean Muir. "What fools men are!" she
exclaims in a letter to a co-conspirator. By being what each man wants -- lover,
daughter, actress, servant -- Jean is able to take what she wants. Thus does Louisa May
Alcott, in this story at least, suggest that society's rules don't much matter; in the hands
of a courageous, cool-blooded woman, the masters become the slaves.

Few of the short stories are so unconventional. Their settings are mostly foreign, not
only because that was what the readers of magazines like The Flag of Our Union
(satirized as The Weekly Volcano and The Blarneystone Banner in "Little Women")
wanted but because Louisa May Alcott seemed to feel most comfortable when she
could sin abroad and be virtuous at home. Certain elements of the stories -- Alcott's
fascination with cross-dressing and with girls whose hair is cut to boyish lengths, for
instance -- carry over to both "Love Chase" and "Little Women." And in both the novel
and a gruesome short story called "A Whisper in the Dark" (which unfortunately will
not be in the Modern Library edition of Alcott's short fiction but is available in "Louisa
May Alcott Unmasked"), women are falsely imprisoned in madhouses. Alcott, who
suffered from deep anxiety all her life and who may have suffered a nervous breakdown
in the wake of her Civil War nursing service, seems to have had a deep fear of madness.
During her recovery from typhoid contracted while working in a hospital in
Washington, she dreamed repeatedly that she had married a handsome Spaniard whose
soft voice was always whispering, "Lie still my dear!" -- surely a cousin of the
relentless Phillip Tempest. Maybe even a brother.

How good are these rediscovered tales, which are more frequently referred to in the
context of feminism than of literature? "Behind a Mask" is very good indeed, a brilliant
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and mordantly funny take on a woman's ability to twist men around the ends of her
delicate fingers. The story's success can be measured by our ambivalent feelings about
Jean Muir. One applauds her nerve, sympathizes with the desperateness of her situation,
but is ultimately glad she found someone else's family upon which to sharpen her claws.
"A Long Fatal Love Chase" is nearly as good. Like the short stories in "Modern
Magic," it is a fast and good read, but it is also textured in a way the short stories are not
-- Alcott even tries to give Phillip some depth, although she mostly fails. Best of all in
the novel is the character of Rose, a spunky and courageous young woman who never
loses her optimism or moral compass. Trying to con the depth of her love, Phillip asks
what she would do if she discovered him to be base and false in every way. Would she
die as heroines in books do, "tender slaves as they are"?

"No," Rose replies in decisive tones that will resonate for every modern woman who
reads this novel, "live and forget you."

Is "Love Chase" or any of the "sensation stories" as good as "Little Women"? I think
not. Alcott's publisher (and Alcott herself) considered "Little Women" to be a boring
book, and both were surprised when it took off like a rocket, finally conveying upon its
author the financial stability she had been looking for her whole life. The first rule of
successful fiction, now as in 1866, when Louisa May Alcott wrote "A Long Fatal Love
Chase," is "write what you know." And in "Little Women," Alcott did. There is a scene
in that book where Amy, the youngest of the March girls, plays dress-up in her aunt's
attic. She strolls back and forth, all got up in flounces and crinolines, twirling a parasol
over her head, while Aunt March's scraggy old parrot clatters along the boards beside
her, cawing, "Ain't we fine? Get along, you fright! Hold your tongue! Kiss me, my
dear!" It's as funny as anything Mark Twain ever wrote, mostly because it rings true to
the ear and heart, and there is nothing to match it in any of Alcott's pulsing and often
purple tales of romantic suspense.

The stories in "Modern Magic" are stories Agatha Christie would undoubtedly have
loved if she had known of them; they are very like her own. Yes, they are fun, and yes,
they are fast and good reads, but most of them also feel hurried (after Sybil's long and
harrowing madhouse stay in "A Whisper in the Dark," an experiment explodes, killing
the evil madhouse keeper and setting our heroine free in a disappointingly perfunctory
manner); the plots often creak hideously. In "Love Chase," Rose keeps meeting old
friends long after our patience with such happy coincidences is exhausted, and in one
case (it is the novel's one lapse into unintended hilarity), Rose finds a convenient suicide
victim and trades identities, thus managing to evade Phillip's unwelcome attentions for a
chapter or two.

THESE flaws are common to the works of all writers in a rush -- writers who need to
pay the grocery bill as well as answer the urgings of the muse -- but in Alcott's case
there was something more. She appears to have been a deeply conventional woman who
completely accepted her own Marmee's belief that a woman should be self-sacrificing
and totally, uncritically supportive of the men in her life. But buried within the creative
part of her conventional nature (and perhaps fueled by her own father's disregard of
public opinion) was an alien lode of wildness. These stories mine that lode. The woman
who wrote, in "Little Women," that "the quiet man sitting among his books was still the
head of the family, the household conscience, anchor, and comforter" was also the
woman who wrote "What fools men are!" and created the terrifying Phillip Tempest,
who tells Rose, when he has finally decided to doff his own mask: "I am master here,
my will is law, and disobedience I punish without mercy."

But if there were two Louisa May Alcotts, in the end the daylight version was probably
the more real of the two --if, that is, one equates the dominant traits of a personality
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with "reality." The key to the dichotomy can probably be found in "Little Women,"
where the priggish and unintentionally repulsive Professor Bhaer lectures Jo March on
her sensational tales in The Spread Eagle and The Weekly Volcano. "I would more
rather give my boys gunpowder to play with than this bad trash," he says, and Jo herself
is forced to agree. They are trash, she says of her stories. "I can't read this stuff in sober
earnest without being horribly ashamed of it." And then she thinks, as surely Alcott
herself must have on more than one occasion: "I almost wish I hadn't any conscience,
it's so inconvenient." These reflections are followed by what is surely the most horrible
sentence in "Little Women," the one that finishes "and Jo corked up her inkstand."

So did Louisa, at least when it came to penny-dreadful fiction, following "A Long Fatal
Love Chase." She supported her family with sensational tales for 10 years, from 1857
to 1867, then simply stopped. Fortunately for her readers, she had work left to do that
would satisfy both them and her repressive moral sense, which made her as
contemptuous of those who read her thrillers as she was of herself for writing them, and
made some of the moralizing in her later works so tedious. Worst of all, she may have
thought, was how much she enjoyed what she was doing. She claimed it was a matter of
sheer practicality ("blood and thunder" stories are "easier to 'compoze' & are better paid
than moral tales"). To some extent that may have been true, but practicality alone
cannot explain the final five or six chapters of "A Long Fatal Love Chase," in which the
narrator seems on fire with excitement, delirious with the joy of creation.

In "Little Women," Alcott wrote of Jo March: "Every few weeks she would shut herself
up in her room, put on her scribbling suit, and 'fall into a vortex,' as she expressed it . . .
her family, during these periods, kept their distance, merely popping in their heads
semi-occasionally to ask, with interest, 'Does genius burn, Jo?' " Genius burned for
Louisa May Alcott following "A Long Fatal Love Chase," brightly but never again with
such primitive and joyful heat. One wonders what kind of writer she might have been
had she been able to cast the malignantly conventional spirit of Professor Bhaer from
her, and to take her thrillers as seriously as her feminist editors and elucidators do today.
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